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1. Working Problems
a. Data reduce to image, text, and sound (ITS) and 3D data include object (ITSO),
artifact, or material culture (ITSMC). Depending on how inclusive one defines
object, we might also add body and space to 3D data typologies.
b. Similarly, video design and production apps readily enable mixing ITS while virtual
reality (VR) involves a convergence of ITSO, and perhaps body and space or beings
and things.
c. We commonly acknowledge four physical phenomena (ITSO) or perceptual and
phenomenal modes (Visual, Narrativistic, Aural, and Haptic) and four associated
productive movements or practices (Depiction, Description, Desonification, and
Designification):
i. Image à Visual à Depict
ii. Textà Narrativistic à Describe
iii. Soundà Aural à Desonify (or Desonate)
iv. Objectà Haptic à Designate (or Designify)
d. Realists make the point that concepts are within our grasp— are haptic objects along
with others more physical. So here, one can certainly interpret object to include
concept.
e. Phenomena, in very simple terms, reduce to Beings & Things
i. Another way of accounting for or describing the phenomena we encounter is
to simplify to Beings and Things (B&Ts).
ii. Compare with Weiss (1961, p. 7): The four movements [that “constitute
distinctive beings” of the physical universe] are conceptualization, dissection,
withdrawal, and dissolution; they are engaged in when we are interested in
respectively understanding, acting on, identifying, or isolating an object.
f. What range of images, texts, sounds, and objects or beings & things might one
encounter? Of course, taxonomies or typologies have faults…
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2. Helpful taxonomies or typologies of ITSO:
a. Taxonomy of Images (Still & Motion or Moving) (Mitchell, 1985, p. 505):

b. Taxonomy of Texts (Narrative & Non-narrative) (Ryan, 1997, p. 183):
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c. Taxonomy of Sound #1 (Gerhard, 2003, p. 8):

d. Taxonomy of Sound #2 (Solomon, 1959, p. 493):
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e. Commonly, analysts begin with a very basic typology of images & objects: Real,
Representational, and Quantum. In visual culture, the range of focus is on
representational objects. Taxonomy of Objects #1 (Ocvirk et. al. 2006, p. 13):

i. van Doesburg’s (1925, p. 47) cow in Grundbegriffe der neuen gestaltenden
Kunst demonstrates the point:
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ii. Fritsch also demonstrates an extension of realism to abstraction. Abstracted Swiss
army knife (Kelsey Fritsch, https://kelsey4142.wordpress.com/drawing-i/):

f.

In archaeology, history, and sociology, etc. the focus is on objects-in-interactionwith-humans, animals, or insects, or on material culture created, modified, or used
by animals, humans, insects, etc. Taxonomy of Objects #2 (Baudrillard, 1972/1981,
p. 66):

g. Taxonomy of Objects #3 (Parsons, 1960, p. 470):
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h. Taxonomy of Objects #4 (Holt, 1995, p. 3):

i.

Taxonomy of Material Culture (McGrew, 1987, p. 249, derived from Oswalt, 1973,
pp. 23-39 and 1976, pp. 63-153) *Note that Oswalt (1976) includes “Exploitative
Networks” in the taxonomy; hence, technounits or objects (naturefact or artifact) that
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range from 1) subsistent, 2) instrument, 3) weapon, 4) facility, 5) exploitative
network:

Owalt’s (1976) modes of technounit or object production:

